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Letter From the President
Hello Members,

This issue of the Ally is based largely around the privatization 
of Universities. Historically, Universities have been 
institutions of creativity, knowledge, and critical thought 
helping us, and future generations build a better world. As 
governments refuse to live up to their obligations to fund 
our public institutions (seen not only in cuts to Universities 
but also social services, welfare, pensions, and health 
care), universities need to rely more and more on private 
funding. The increase in corporate funding has become more 
noticeable on this, and other, campuses in recent years. One 
only needs to take a walk through MDCL, to see the statue of 
Mr. DeGroote himself, or see that nearly every classroom, lab, 
and hallway has been sponsored by some group or someone. 
Some campuses in Canada have seen the encroachment of for-
PROºT�LEARNING�CENTRES�THAT�DEGRADE�THE�QUALITY�OF�EDUCATION�
and academic freedom, subverting the principles of academia 
FOR�THE�HIGHER�GOD�OF�PROºT�

Union locals across campuses in Ontario and in particular 
CUPE locals are dedicated to ensuring universities remain 
public institutions that are held accountable to the public 
that funds them. In fact, the CUPE Ontario University 
Workers Coordinating Committee met in February to 
discuss ways in which unions can negotiate language into 
their collective agreements to help stop privatization, and 
campaign for more public funding. This is one way we see 
democratic worker’s unions standing up for the public good. 

!NY� ºGHT� BACK� AGAINST� PRIVATIZATION� CANNOT� HAPPEN� IN�
isolation, but must happen in a coordinated, strategic attack. 
One way for you to support this process is to get involved 
WITH� THE� UNION�� !� STRONG�� ºGHTING� UNION� IS� ONE� WAY� TO�
combat privatization of our university. Our union is only 
as strong as our membership. We have a number of ways 
to get involved, from running for an executive position at 
our Annual General Membership Meeting in late March, 
to signing up for one of our many committees, to simply 
coming to the General Membership Meetings and making 
your voice heard. We are a union local based on democratic 
decision making, where every member has a voice, a vote, and 
the ability to affect change.

If you are interested in getting involved email me at 
president@cupe3906.org and we can meet to discuss how 
you can help make your union grow stronger!

In Solidarity,
Blake McCall
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Dear Colleagues,

With our collective agreement set to expire on April 30 this year, sessional faculty bargaining is about to begin. 
7ITH�THIS�COMES�THE�OPPORTUNITY�TO�NEGOTIATE�IMPROVEMENTS�TO�OUR�WORKING�CONDITIONS��WAGES��BENEºTS��QUALITY�
of education and other important issues contained in the collective agreement. 

Since being elected in November, our sessional faculty bargaining team has been busy preparing for this round 
of negotiations. Made up of sessionals from the Engineering, Social Science, and Music Faculties as well as a 
teaching assistant, the bargaining team brings experience from across campus. Working closely with active 
members, the 3906 executive committee, and staff  the team has undertaken two bargaining trainings and has 
met multiple times to develop our union’s bargaining strategy. 

In January our bargaining team was joined by the newly formed bargaining support team. The bargaining support 
team has the important job of keeping members informed about bargaining, mobilizing members behind key 
bargaining demands, and keeping the bargaining team informed of the opinions and wishes of the membership 
AT�LARGE��!S�PAST�BARGAINING�ROUNDS�HAVE�SHOWN��THE�MOST�EFFECTIVE�WAY�TO�NEGOTIATE�SIGNIºCANT�IMPROVEMENTS�TO�
our collective agreement is with a strong show of support from the membership, leaving the bargaining support 
team with a critical role to play. 

In this regard, I’m happy to say that they are off to a good start. Their efforts ensured a good turn out to the 
February 4th sessional faculty social. Together with our bargaining team and executive committee, they were 
able to contact sessional faculty members across campus to inform them of the bargaining survey, and ensure 
the voices of sessional faculty members were heard. 

/N�&EBRUARY���TH��AT�A�3PECIAL�'ENERAL�-EMBERSHIP�-EETING��SESSIONAL�FACULTY�MEMBERS�RATIºED�THE�BARGAINING�
priorities. The bargaining team will take these priorities to the negotiating table with the employer. 

In the meantime, our bargaining support team will be looking for members to contribute to the bargaining 
EFFORT��4HEY²VE�TAKEN�ON�THE�RESPONSIBILITY�OF�ºNDING�A�RANGE�OF�CREATIVE�AND�DIVERSE�WAYS�FOR�YOU�TO�BECOME�
active in bargaining, ways that seek to respond to the challenges of busy schedules, large workloads, and multiple 
jobs on multiple campuses. I hope you will respond by contributing in whatever ways you can to this collective 
effort. We are critical to the university and our issues are important not just to us but to our students, and the 
larger campus community. Now is our opportunity to make a difference in our working conditions, and in the 
QUALITY�OF�EDUCATION�OF�OUR�STUDENTS�

If you would like any information or updates on bargaining or would like to talk to us about the bargaining 
priorities, please contact us at: info@cupe3906.org

Sincerely,

Alex Diceanu,
Chief Steward, Sessional Faculty
Department of Political Science &
School of Labour Studies

By: Alex Diceanu

Chief Steward, Sessional Faculty

Sessional Faculty Bargaining 
Set To Begin
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University struggles have made their mark on the 
collective radar of Canadians in the past year 
and a half.  The Quebec students’ strike in par-

ticular has encouraged society to examine post-second-
ary institutions as critical sites of political turbulence. 
Although their strike to reach a consensus for tuition 
appeared as the most immediate and visible goal, many 
of the students and their allies aimed to highlight how 
increasing tuition is tied to a more extensive project of 
corporatizing universities and colleges and download-
ing a greater burden of the costs onto individuals.  The 
two are of a piece.1

In Ontario, shifts towards privatization are well under 
way, arguably much further than in Quebec,2 where a 
powerful coalition of student movements are resisting 
THEM���4HE�PURSUIT�OF�MORE�EFºCIENT�EDUCATIONAL�INSTI-
tutions as a strategic direction is clearly evident in the 
Ontario government’s recent discussions on post-sec-
ondary education.3 In this article we present two recent 
examples of McMaster University’s pursuit of privati-
zation: the McMaster Alumni Association’s 125th An-
niversary Bursary Challenge in December 2012, and 
the Board of Governor’s recent decision to overhaul the 
BUDGET�MODEL��7HILE� AT�ºRST� GLANCE� THESE�MAY� APPEAR�
tenuously connected, we argue that they should not be 
analyzed separately, as it is through the process of incre-
mental changes that privatization and corporatization 
take hold. 

Of course, it is not in the university’s or the govern-
ment’s best interests to speak frankly about these 
changes; words like ‘neoliberal’ and ‘privatization’ are 
eschewed in favour of language that neutralizes what 
are undeniably political shifts in the structure and gov-
ernance of educational institutions. Instead, we are con-
stantly being asked to be more ‘entrepreneurial’; a buzz-
WORD�THAT��MUCH�LIKE�EFºCIENCY�AND�»EXIBILITY��PERVADES�
contemporary economic parlance.  

With the new budget model coming into effect at Mc-
Master, faculties are also being asked to be entrepre-
neurial – in much the same way we deem crucial to ask 

the meaning and the degree of impact on our work as 
students and teachers.  Under the new model (based on 
the work over the past few years of the Budget Model 
Task Force), faculties will receive funding through a 
formula based on student enrollment (Activity-Based 
Budgeting). This restructures faculty funding such 
that “all University revenue is attributed to the units 
that through their ‘activity’ bring the income to the 
University. These Activity Units are the Faculties who 
enroll students in their undergraduate and graduate 
programs, do the teaching of students, and carry out 
research…the greater the Faculty’s activity, the more 
the revenue attributed to it.”4 This change in funding 
structure allows more transparency and autonomy by 
decentralizing control over budgets, as well as making 
faculties responsible for generating resources through 
increased student enrollment in classes in order to re-
ceive more funds from the university. Faculties will also 
now be paid for students taking their courses from out-
side the home faculty, encouraging the development of 
more open courses (also referred to as service teaching), 
which are available to anyone on campus.

By: Caitlin Craven and Hayley Goodchild 

CUPE 3906 Political Action Committee

Budgets and Blitzes 
The Neoliberal Design of Education 

Funding at McMaster
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This sounds like an appealingly great improvement. 
But, as with many of these moves to decentralize gov-
ernance structures, “autonomy” really means “auton-
OMY�WITHIN� SET�PARAMETERS°�� IN� THIS� CASE�QUANTITY� �OF�
students) is the measure of value in education.  These 
terms matter a lot, and it is important to examine how 
THE� VALUES� EXPRESSED� IN� THIS� CHANGE� RE»ECT� NEOLIBERAL�
APPROACHES� TO� MANAGEMENT� THAT� MIGHT� CON»ICT� WITH�
other visions of education.  

First, this budget model measures success and value in 
TERMS�OF� THE� QUANTITY� OF� STUDENTS�� NOT� THE� QUALITY� OF�
programing, teaching, or space for critical thinking and 
creative collaboration. By designing the entire incen-
tive structure around increasing enrollment, faculties 
will be more compelled to design programs to attract 
AS�MANY�STUDENTS�AS�POSSIBLE��QUANTITY	��INSTEAD�OF�FO-
CUSING� ON� QUALITY� OF� HIGHER� EDUCATION�� 3ECOND�� THIS�
model potentially creates competition among faculties 
for attracting students to their classes. 
Rather than valuing interdisciplinar-
ity for the pedagogical role it plays 
in challenging disciplinary lenses 
through which we see the world, in-
centives to attract non-faculty stu-
dents are now part of the mechanism 
governing program design with the 
aim of increasing student numbers.  

Of particular concern at the forefront 
OF�THE�&ACULTY�OF�!RTS�IS�THE�POTENTIAL�IN»UENCE�OF�THIS�
change on the relationship between Social Sciences and 
Humanities. Discussions of a post-secondary educa-
tion funding crisis, call for ‘tangible outcomes,’ and 
‘productivity,’ increasingly putting valued programs at 
risk and subsuming the historical emphasis on criti-
cal thinking in both faculties. While there may not 
currently be any formal solidarity between these two 
faculties, these potential connections and collaborative 
possibilities exist and are put at risk by these budget 
CHANGES��3OCIAL�3CIENCES�STAND�TO�BE�THE�LARGEST�BENEº-
ciary in the changing funding model, while Humani-
ties departments—important, critical, but often small 
programs with lower enrollments—once again lose 
out.5 Unless the university decides such programs are 
worth funding (through a designated University Fund 
OUTSIDE� OF� ENROLMENT	�� POLITICAL� ºGHTS� ARE� ANTICIPATED�
as a result of this budgetary change. Although Social 
3CIENCES�SEEMS�TO�BENEºT�FROM�THIS�NEW�FUNDING��STU-
dents and teachers in this faculty should be cognizant 
OF� BROADER� STRUGGLES� FOR� QUALITY�� CRITICAL� EDUCATION� IN�
the neoliberal university.

These budgetary changes are complicated and we are 
not claiming to have a comprehensive understanding 
of them and all of their implications at this time. Rath-

ER��WE�SUGGEST�READERS�ASK�QUESTIONS�ABOUT�THE�CONSE-
QUENCES�OF�THESE�CHANGES�WITHIN�AND�BEYOND�THE�CON-
text of this university, to the larger political context of 
the future of post-secondary education in Ontario, and 
more broadly.  

Compared to the overhaul of the budget model, the 
125th Anniversary Bursary Challenge is a much smaller 
affair. As both a McMaster alumnus and a current PhD 
student, I am fortunate to be able to provide insight 
to the institution through both lenses.  The challenge, 
which took place in December 2012, was a 48-hour 
fundraising blitz organized by the McMaster Alumni 
Association (MAA) that encouraged alumni members 
to meet a $125,000 goal.  I received an email on Decem-
ber 4th, 2012, inviting me to kick-off the challenge at 
4pm that day with a donation of any amount.  Incen-
TIVES�WERE�INCLUDED��FOR�EXAMPLE��A�PROºLE�ON�THE�-!!�
WEBSITE�FOR�THE�ºRST�DONOR�FROM�EACH�GRADUATING�CLASS��

All the money was donated to stu-
dents from the local community who 
ARE�IN�ºNANCIAL�NEED���4HE�ALUMNI�WERE�
generous, exceeding the goal and do-
nating a total of $180,942.6  

There is little doubt that the money 
RAISED�WILL�BENEºT�THOSE�TO�WHOM�IT�IS�
distributed (especially since it is given 
as bursaries, rather than loans), and 
we have no reason to doubt the sin-

cerity of the individual donors and organizers to re-
LIEVE�A�SMALL�HANDFUL�OF�STUDENTS�OF�A�GROWING�ºNANCIAL�
burden.  But the problem is more insidious.  By call-
ing on alumni to step up and bridge the growing gaps 
STUDENTS�ARE� FACING� IN�ºNANCING�THEIR�EDUCATIONS�� THE�
MAA is—likely unintentionally—encouraging another 
means of downloading the responsibility for funding.  
In the revision of the budget model discussed above, 
the downloading is from the central governing bod-
ies of the university to the faculties and departments 
themselves, but in this case it is shifting the burden 
of cost from the government to individuals.  That this 
effort is considered charity, which carries with it con-
siderable positive connotations, only further obscures 
the extent to which this shift is a cornerstone of neo-
liberal policy in regards to education  (for example, one 
video advertising the challenge says “we all smile when 
someone lends us a helping hand.  Help lend a hand to 
students.”7). Furthermore, a growing proportion of the 
alumni who are encouraged to donate, are themselves 
saddled with student loans that would have been un-
thinkable to earlier generations of graduates, and are 
facing discouraging job markets upon graduation.  

Of course, there is nothing new about alumni associa-
tions playing a pivotal role in university fundraising.  

By designing the entire 
incentive structure around 
increasing enrollment, facul-
ties will be more compelled 
to design programs to attract 
as many students as pos-
sible (quantity), instead of 
focusing on quality of higher 
education.



Indeed, the MAA’s mission is “to help the University 
accomplish its three primary activities – research, 
teaching, and community service – by participating 
in the University’s governance, acting as an advocate 
and ambassador, supporting fundraising, and engaging 
the membership in actively supporting the University’s 
strategic vision.”8 What I found particularly troubling 
was actually the recognition on the part of the MAA 
THAT�TUITION�CONSTITUTES�A�BARRIER�TO�EQUAL�ACCESS�TO�ED-
ucation, but they treat it as inevitable.  Consider this 
reminder email I received on December 5th, the sec-
ond day of the challenge, which included the lyrics to a 
short motivational song:

Tommy used to study at Mills

Finals are coming

He’s down on his luck…it’s tough, so tough

Gina works at TwelveEighty all day

To pay tuition, she brings home her pay

For school – for school

They say we’ve got to donate to what we’ve got

Cause it makes a big difference

Believe it or not

We’ve got each other and that’s a lot

For Mac – let’s give it a shot!

Wooah…we’re halfway there!
9

Tommy and Gina aren’t simply ‘down on their luck.’  
They are, like many of us, forced into a pattern of pick-
ing up precarious work (often full-time) to cover the 
snowballing costs of education. Unfortunately, mes-
sages like the ones promoted during the 125th Bursary 
Challenge serve to naturalize rising tuition costs rather 
than taking a stance on the government’s and the uni-
versity’s political decisions to cut funding and run our 
POSTSECONDARY�INSTITUTIONS�AS� ±EFºCIENTLY²�AS�POSSIBLE���
Over the past few years, provincial funding to univer-
sities has remained stagnant in the face of increasing 
costs while the price of university for students has 
gone up in the form of yearly tuition hikes.  It is in this 
same context that the provincial government is also 
pushing for increasing student enrollment – under the 
MANTRA� THAT�MORE� DEGREES� EQUAL�MORE� PRODUCTIVITY��
without increasing available funds or doing anything 
serious to tackle tuition and make universities more ac-
cessible. Without this, more degrees will continue to 
mean more debt.  

Having universities redesign budgeting models on the 
basis of enrollment (a model originally developed in 
private universities in the United States and then ex-
tended to publicly funded institutions) does nothing 
TO� ALLEVIATE� THE�ºNANCIAL�BURDEN�OF� EDUCATION��2ATHER��

it worsens the situation by encouraging higher enroll-
ment in programs and degrees without providing ade-
QUATE�ºNANCIAL�SUPPORT��4HOSE�UNAFFORDABLE�DEGREES�ARE�
then funded through a combination of student loans, 
precarious work, and the appeal to alumni’s generosity, 
even though many alumni are already stretched thin.  
!ND� SO�WE� ARE� BACK� TO� QUANTITY� OVER� QUALITY� �MORE�
degrees and more revenue generators (i.e. students, 
alumni) for universities that are seeing no new public 
funding. The system downloads costs onto students, 
INCREASES�PRIVATE�REVENUE��AND�LOWERS�THE�QUALITY�OF�ED-
ucation through larger classes and growing debts.  

Endnotes:

1 For an excellent introduction to the various means by 
which universities are being privatized, see Claire Polster, 
“Privatizing Canada’s Public Universities,” Canadian Dimen-
sion, August 31st, 2005, at http://canadiandimension.com/
articles/1909. 
2 For example, Ontario receives the lowest funding per full-
TIME�EQUIVALENT�STUDENT�IN�THE�ENTIRE�COUNTRY��AT���������
compared to Quebec at $12,756, and the national average 
of $13,481.  See Students’ Vision: The Future of Ontario’s 
Post-Secondary Education System, published by the Cana-
dian Federation of Students (Ontario) at http://cfsontario.
ca/downloads/CFS-2012.10-StudentsVision.pdf, p. 11.
3 The government’s discussion paper, titled Strengthening 
Ontario’s Centres of Creativity, Innovation, and Knowledge, 
can be accessed at http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/pepg/publica-
tions/DiscussionStrengtheningOntarioPSE.pdf.  As CFS-
Ontario points out in Students’ Vision, the government’s 
FORMAL�DISCUSSION�PAPER�¯IS�LOOSELY�BASED�ON�A�CONºDENTIAL�
discussion paper that was leaked in February 2012 called 3 
x 3: Revolutionizing Ontario’s Post Secondary Education 
System for the 21st Century” (Students’ Vision, p. 10).   
4 New Budget Model, Alternative Budget Model Taskforce 
Phase II (BMTF II), Report, Nov. 2011, p. 6-7, available at 
http://www.mcmaster.ca/vpacademic/documents/BMTFII.
pdf
5 Figures for 2011-12 show around 4000 undergraduates 
enrolled in Social Sciences, compared to just over 2500 en-
rolled in Humanities, McMaster Fact Book 2011-12, available 
at http://www.mcmaster.ca/avpira/factbook.html
6 See http://www.mcmaster.ca/ua/
alumni/125Challenge/125-Bursary-Challenge.html.  One 
email suggested that donations would be ‘matched,’ but it is 
not clear by whom.  
7 See the centre video at the bottom of the page, http://
www.mcmaster.ca/ua/alumni/125Challenge/125-Bursary-
Challenge.html.
8 McMaster Alumni Association Constitution, June 2012, 
Article 3.01 (p. 2), accessed at http://alumni.os.mcmaster.
ca/s/1439/index2.aspx?sid=1439&gid=1&pgid=425.
9 Email received from the McMaster Alumni Association, 
December 5th, 2012.  
 



“Privatization of the academic sector” search on Google 
produces a wide array of responses. Of course most of 
these are negative and having strong credibility, the 
positive side should also be recognized.  

Prior to discussing this topic further, the meaning of 
PRIVATIZATION�SHOULD�BE�EVALUATED�� )T� IS�DEºNED�AS� THE�
transfer of ownership to a privately owned entity from 
the government ownership. The aim of this process is 
TO�MAXIMIZE�PROºTS�

Anthony Boardman and Aidan Vining published a 
massive review in 2012 on the privatization of Canada. 
In this document they mentioned most of the privati-
zation occurred in one decade of Canadian history from 
1980 to 1990. The companies that were privatized at 
this time are listed in the document; these included en-
ergy, telecommunications, and transportation sectors. 
The result of the privation was positive in tax revenues, 
sales per employee, capital expenditures, and dividends. 
The negative aspects would include increase in unem-
ployment, increase in nepotism, and decrease in wages. 
They also mentioned that this spree of privatization is 
just the beginning, and other targets are possible. Spe-
CIºCALLY� THOSE�DESCRIBED�AS� ¯LOWHANGING°� IN�A�WAY�OF�
¯ECONOMICEFºCIENCY°� AND� ¯POLITICAL� POPULARITY°� PER-
spective. 

This would include the Academic sector, currently 
part of public sector.  Although the amount of funding 
for education has been declining from both the pro-
vincial and federal government, it has yet to be priva-
tized. Since less funding is being collected from out-
side sources, such as taxes, tuition has been increasing. 
!CCORDINGLY�� THE�NEED� FOR�ºNANCIAL� ASSISTANCE� HAS� IN-
creased as well. This has caused an increase in the num-
BER�OF�STUDENTS�PER�TEACHER��COMPROMISING�THE�QUALITY�
OF�EDUCATION��4HE�QUESTION�THAT�COMES�TO�MIND� IS��DO�

we really want more individuals rejected from universi-
ties because they cannot afford it? Our society depends 
on the co-mingling of contrasting ideas to empower 
development. Privatization may place a hiatus on this 
progression. 

If the academic sector becomes privatized, where does 
this epidemic end? As Scallan mentioned in 2011, the 
“creeping privatization and individualism in Canadian 
politics can destroy the countries public health-care 
system” (Scallan, 2011).

I have provided the groundwork for a simple decision, 
NOW�IT�IS�UP�TO�YOU�TO�MAKE�THE�ºNAL�CALL��
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This past summer I embarked on a lengthy bike trip 
across Canada with a fellow CUPE member. That’s 
nine provinces, two oceans, 7,700kms, mountains 

and prairies and awful Ontario highways, friendly Ca-
nadians and 66 days with the same person 24hrs a day. 
It was enthralling. Most of all, it was desperately needed. 
I’ve been in post-secondary school for close to a decade 
without a break. In that time I have accumulated my fair 
share of debt, and shelled out a hefty monthly interest 
payment to my friendly neighborhood bank in return. 
-Y�CYCLE�JOURNEY�ALLOWED�FOR�A�TIME�OF�RE»ECTION��ESPE-
CIALLY�STARING�AT� THE� INºNITE�HORIZONS�OF�3ASKATCHEWAN�
and Manitoba) about where my life’s directions, accom-
plishments,  and whether it has all been worth this time 
and debt.

I’ve changed a lot since beginning university. I don’t 
look forward to the day when the good people at CERN 
(European Organization for Nuclear Research) acciden-
tally stumble upon the key to time travel, and someone 
GOES� BACK� TO� MY� GOTHEDOUT� ºRSTYEAR� UNIVERSITYSELF�
and asks them their opinion on social justice, trans-na-
tionals, “third-world” countries, poverty, democracy, etc. 
It’s not just that I’ve become aware of their existence, 
but I now care. My values have fundamentally changed, 
along with my identity. Is that what universities are for? 

Probably not.  At least not in our current system. I 
started my university career with a major in chemistry 
and a double minor in mathematics and philosophy. I 
then received my MSc in neurophysiology and am cur-
rently completing my PhD in biomedical engineering. 
3UFºCE�TO�SAY��MY�RmSUMm�POINTS�TO�ACADEMIA�OR�INDUS-
try doing  something science-y. But what if my values 
have changed? What if, in the process of all this criti-
cal thinking and some key classes, the things I want to 
do with my career have more to do with making social 
change and righting injustices? I’m afraid the bank is 
not going to understand my reasoning for investing in 
people and not paying them (the bank) back. 

I’m sure some of you are thinking, “Well, he was an idiot 
for choosing those particular programs of study. He ob-
viously should have chosen better.” My answer to you 

IS�� EVEN� IF� )�HAD�CHOSEN�A�DIFFERENT�ºELD�� )²M�NOT�SURE�
)²D�BE�ANY�BETTER�OFF�ºNANCIALLY��JUST�ASK�MY�FRIENDS�IN�
the humanities or social sciences). I would still be in a 
position where I would be weighing my monetary obli-
gations with accomplishing other important priorities 
in life.

I envision living in a society where the populace is edu-
cated and armed with all the possible skills necessary 
to expand their freedom and choices, whilst creating a 
more direct participatory democracy. This way, values 
are based on facts, not intuition or coercion. Further-
more, the people themselves can use such values to en-
act social change. 

4HIS�IS�WHERE�)�IMAGINE�UNIVERSITIES�ºT�INTO�THE�PICTURE��
In reality, the world in which we currently live is un-
believably complex; there may actually be an epistemo-
logical barrier to understanding even a fraction of the 
capital-t “Truth.” Think of it this way. We don’t have 
a solution to the three-body problem: predicting the 
ABSOLUTE�TRAJECTORY�OF�THREE�BODIES� IN�MOTION�»OATING�
in space. What luck do we have in knowing about how 
social systems will work, when they depend on people, 
whose minds consist of complex networks made up of 
100 billion neurons each with about 1,000 to 10,000 
connections, and more than 60 different kinds of trans-
mitters and receptors in each connection? And let’s not 
GET�INTO�GENETIC�COMPUTATIONS�AND�THE�IN»UENCE�OF�THE�
environment… Where was I? Right, so basically, the 
social and moral issues we face today are really compli-
cated. Yet these are the things we want people to par-
ticipate in solving. How are they going to do that if 
they’re scared into taking jobs that help the ‘economy’ 
�)�USE�QUOTATIONS�BECAUSE�THE�ECONOMY�IS�MOST�OFTEN�AS-
sociated with dollars and cents…and not with human 
gains and values) instead of taking the time to know the 
facts and change their values?

4HERE� ARE� CONSEQUENCES� TO� HOW� WE� FUND� OUR� EDUCA-
tion systems. Should tuition be free? If not, how much 
should we pay compared to how much the government 
should subsidize? Or should we privatize the system 
in order to create incentives to go to school, as some 
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kind of investment with returns? The issue with the 
former is ‘how  do we pay for it?’ The issue with the 
latter is ‘the focus  becomes money’, and all the prob-
lems that go along with solely focusing on money 
(i.e. 2008 housing/banking crisis in the US – and the 
WORLD��THINK�INEQUALITY��THINK�!LBERTA�TAR�SANDS��THINK�
transnationals becoming bigger than god). I would like 
to see our system focused on people, instead of money.

One interesting thing about being on the road this 
summer was how detached we were from the news and 
the media. We would only hear about stories if we hap-
PENED�TO�ºND�A�NEWSPAPER�AT�A�DINER�THAT�SOMEONE�HAD�
left behind, or catch a glimpse of a story on the news 
in a gas station. The two stories that were big at the 
time were the Montreal murder/cannibal/necrophilia 
thing (shudder), and the Montreal students’ strike. I 
was awestruck with the solidarity and organization 
those students showed when their tuition was being 
RAISED��!T�ºRST�� LIKE�MOST�� )� THOUGHT�� ¯7HAT� ARE� THEY�
complaining about? They pay so little already!” But 
then I thought of  two things. First, perhaps there’s 
more than meets the eye, in the sense that very low 
tuition in Quebec is an incentive to keep French cul-
ture alive, something I believe is important, and the 
tuition hike was an attack on those values. Second, 
why should  subjective comparisons matter, when it’s 

the objective amount I should be concerned about- 
maybe none of us should be accepting the current 
tuition (Quebec or otherwise) we are being made to 
pay for knowledge and values.

These subjective comparisons are also made when la-
BOUR�UNIONS�ºGHT�FOR�MORE�BENEºTS�OR�BETTER�WAGES��
and people in non-unionized workplaces complain 
that we already have it so good. Why don’t they 
THINK�ABOUT�WHETHER�THEY�DESERVE�THE�SAME�BENEºTS�
instead? When I got back from the bike trip, I found 
out that our union, CUPE 3906, decided to donate 
$10,000 to the Montreal students’ cause. This is the 
same amount that CUPE National gave out, and I 
think we provided the second biggest donation (be-
hind U of T: local 3902). I was so happy to see that 
MY� UNION� WAS� ºGHTING� FOR� THE� SAME� ISSUES� )� WAS�
thinking about on my trip. Maybe this summer I’ll 
ACTUALLY�BE�AROUND�TO�HELP�ºGHT�THE�GOOD�ºGHT�

In solidarity,

Alex Weber

Alex Weber and His Bike on the Road



Departmental Stewards

This is a crucial union position. Each department has at least one steward who provides a direct link between 
the executive and the membership. You can contact our chief steward to get more information about your 

department’s stewards.

Executive Committee

%XECUTIVE�OFºCERS�ARE�ELECTED�MEMBERS�OF�THE�UNION��4HESE�ARE�PAID�POSITIONS��9OU�CAN�CHECK�THE�LIST�OF�EXECU-
TIVE�OFºCERS�AND�OUR�STAFF�REPRESENTATIVES�HERE��#HECK�THE�VACANT�POSITIONS�IF�YOU�ARE�INTERESTED�IN�PARTICIPAT-

ing in the executive committee.

 Political Action Committee (PAC)

A semi-autonomous committee committed to extending solidarity to the rest of the labour and social-justice 
community in Hamilton and beyond.

Interested in participating in / knowing about PAC? Visit PAC’s Website: http://pac3906.wordpress.com/

Equity Action Committee (EAC)

%!#�IS�ANOTHER�SEMIAUTONOMOUS�COMMITTEE�WORKING�TOWARDS�%QUITY�3EEKING�'ROUPS�IN�OUR�UNION�AND�THE�
(AMILTON�AREA��4HE�CHAIR�OF�THE�%!#�IS�OUR�%QUITY�/FºCER��0LEASE�EMAIL�-ARIA�FOR�MORE�INFORMATION�

Grievance Committee

5P�TO�ºVE�MEMBERS�OF�OUR�LOCAL�IN�ADDITION�TO�THE�'RIEVANCE�/FºCER��#HIEF�3TEWARDS��AND�STAFF��WHO�WORK�ON�
ISSUES�OF�DISPUTE�SURROUNDING�THE�COLLECTIVE�AGREEMENT��)F�INTERESTED��PLEASE�EMAIL�THE�'RIEVANCE�/FºCER��!LEX�

"ENEºTS�#OMMITTEE

#HAIRED�BY�THE�"ENEºTS�AND�!DVOCACY�/FºCER��"ENEºTS�#OMMITTEE�WORK�TO�ADMINISTER�BENEºTS�RELATED�TASKS��
0LEASE�EMAIL�THE�"ENEºTS���!DVOCACY�/FºCER��-ITCH��FOR�MORE�INFORMATION�AND�JOINING�THIS�COMMITTEE�

Communications Committee

This committee is responsible for the production and distribution of The Ally, our local’s magazine. Commu-
nications committee works to get the word out about CUPE 3906. The chair of this committee is the commu-
NICATIONS�OFºCER��0LEASE�EMAIL�THE�#OMMUNICATIONS�/FºCER��3EPANDAR��FOR�MORE�INFORMATION�AND�PARTICIPATING�

in this committee. You can send your articles/pictures/poems to be printed in The Ally.

Steel City Solidarity Working Group

Steel City is a workers action centre for precarious workers in the City of Hamilton. Established as a working 
group of CUPE 3906, they are composed of precarious workers and labour and community activists from Mc-
Master University and the Hamilton community. For more information, contact info@steelcitysolidarity.com

Indigenous Solidarity Working Group

The group’s mandate is to educate CUPE 3906 membership and the broader Hamilton community about is-
sues relating to matters of indigenous sovereignty and solidarity. If interested, contact Indigenous Solidarity 

working group at iswg3906@gmail.com

Join Our Committees and Working Groups



5NION�SOLIDARITY�IS�BASED�ON�THE�PRINCIPLE�THAT�UNION�MEMBERS�ARE�EQUAL�
and deserve mutual respect at all levels. Any behaviour that creates 
CON»ICT�PREVENTS�UNION�MEMBERS�FROM�WORKING�TOGETHER�TO�STRENGTHEN�
the union and its initiatives.

As unionists we aim to achieve mutual respect, cooperation and 
understanding throughout our membership. We neither condone nor 
tolerate behaviour that undermines the dignity or self-esteem of any 
individual or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment.

A hostile or offensive environment includes discriminatory speech 
or conduct, which is racist, sexist, transphobic or homophobic and/
or discrimination based on (in)ability, age, class, religion, language and 
ethnic origin. A hostile and intimidating environment also includes 
attempts to de- voice other members by ignoring GMM speaking 
practices or by talking over, yelling, rolling eyes at or shutting down 
contributions made by others.

Sometimes discrimination takes the form of harassment. Harassment 
means using real or perceived power to abuse, devalue or humiliate others. 
Harassment will not be perceived or treated as frivolous behaviour. The 
uneasiness and resentment that harassment creates hinder the growth 
of the union by hampering our capacity to work together on shared 
concerns such as decent wages, safe working conditions and justice in 
the workplace, society and in our union.

The above-mentioned components of a hostile environment hurt and 
divide the union and compromise CUPE’s policies and commitments 
TO�EQUALITY��-EMBERS��STAFF�AND�ELECTED�OFºCERS�MUST�BE�MINDFUL�THAT�ALL�
MEMBERS�DESERVE�DIGNITY��EQUALITY�AND�RESPECT�

CUPE 3906 Equity Statement

Next GMM (General Membership Meeting): 
Wednesday, March the 27th, 

@5:30 (Food @5) in MDCL 2232
(GMMs are on the last Wednesday of every month)

2013 AGM (Annual General Meeting) Will be 
on the Same Day as the Next GMM on the 27th

We are currently looking for members from 
all three Units to sit on one of several 
Joint Health and Safety Committees 

(JHSC). The JHSCs are made up of groups of 
individuals from both management and workers, 
across sectors, who work at McMaster. The primary 
role of JHSC members is to keep an eye out for 
health and safety related issues in the individual 
buildings/departments entrusted to that particular 
committee. The committees meet approximately 
once per month to conduct regular health and 
safety inspections. The committees identify and 
document issues via incident reports. You may also 
provide input on guidelines development to foster 
a safer place to work at McMaster.  

)N�ORDER�TO�QUALIFY�TO�SIT�ON�ONE�OF�THE�COMMITTEES�
you must be a unit 1 (TA or RA in lieu), unit 2 
(sessional), or unit 3 (post-doctoral fellow) 
member and work in one of the buildings under 
the purview of that committee. Unit 1 members 
are paid their regular T.A. hourly rate for the time 
given to the committee. This is an excellent way to 
gain important health and safety related training 
and to help make McMaster a safer place to work!

If you, or someone you know, is interested in one 
of the vacancies listed below please contact me 
directly for more information: 
 healthandsafety@cupe3906.org

Current Vacancies:
�� Arts:  Unit 2 & 3 Members         
�� DeGroote School of Business:  Unit 2 Member
�� Engineering:  Unit 2 & 3 Members                     
�� Health Sciences:  Unit 2 & 3 Members                     
�� Ivor Wynne/David Braley Athletic Centre:  

Unit 2 & 3 Members
�� Libraries/Museum of Art:  Unit 1, 2, & 3 

Members
�� McIARS:  Unit 1, 2, & 3 Members
�� MDCL:  Unit 2 & 3 Members
�� Science:  Unit 2 & 3 Members

Call for Joint Health and 
Safety Committee Members

 
By: Mitch LaPointe

NEWS

(AVE�ANY�QUES-
tion about your 
dental coverage? 

Refer to our FAQ 
by scanning the 
QR code with 
your smartphone 
or by going to the 
following link:
http://goo.gl/
SZeoR



Connect with your Local online
www.cupe3906.org

www.facebook.com/cupe3906

www.twitter.com/cupe_3906

www.flickr.com/photos/cupe_3906

Idle No More protestors fasting in their teepee in front of Hamilton City Hall. Check CBC: http://goo.gl/3vn3L


